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Introduction

The potential for conflicts of interest when corporations establish financial relationships with academic researchers, teachers, and practitioners is under increasing scrutiny, mainly focused on sponsorship by cigarette and pharmaceutical companies. Investigators of sponsorship effects have shown that recipients of grants from such companies tend to publish research results, give advice, and write prescriptions in a way that is more strongly favourable to the sponsors’ products than might be expected from a more objective review of the evidence. Corporate financial support does not necessarily cause recipients to bias their results, opinions, or actions, but because it raises questions of ‘guilt by association’, some medical commentators have called for an end to corporate sponsorship, or for new policies to help recipients manage the conflicts of interest that inevitably arise from such relationships.

Although sponsorship by food companies is ubiquitous among academics and practitioners in the fields of nutrition, food, and agriculture, our community has paid scant attention to the conflicts of interest that might arise from this. Like drug and tobacco companies, food companies often sponsor academic work (and in fact many drug and tobacco companies own food companies). They fund departments, research institutes, and investigators; they support meetings, conferences, journals, and lectures; and they freely distribute products, product samples, and teaching materials. Many individuals and organisations depend on such support, and therefore actively seek it. At issue are the consequences of such activities – genuine or perceived – for the credibility of research results and dietary advice.

Financial relationships among food companies and nutrition professionals are not a new phenomenon. A survey in the United States in the mid 1970s identified frequent payments by food companies to nutrition and agriculture faculties for consulting services, lectures, membership on advisory boards, and representation at congressional hearings. More recently, a British study reported that 158 out of 246 members of national committees on nutrition and food policy consult for or receive funding from food companies. Such relationships are so pervasive that it is virtually impossible for nutrition academics not to be recipients of food industry largesse in one way or another. As with sponsorship by tobacco or drug companies, such connections cannot help but raise questions about the ability of nutrition experts to provide independent opinions on matters of diet and public health.

I often hear nutrition colleagues state that the only way to improve the dietary intake of populations is to engage in partnerships and alliances with companies to produce more nutritious food. Although alliances do not necessarily imply an endorsement of the partner’s products, they may well give the appearance of doing so. As shown by research on the practices of the tobacco industry, for example, co-opting academic experts is a deliberate corporate strategy to neutralise criticism and promote the sale of products. Indeed, a classic manual on corporate strategies advises companies who want to work with academics to employ a ‘modicum of finesse’ such that the recruited experts do not recognise their loss of objectivity. The success of this approach is indicated by the outraged reactions of most academics of my acquaintance to any suggestion that food company sponsorship might influence their interpretation of research results or opinions. The possibility that it might do so, however, deserves attention not only by analogy to the documented effects of sponsorship by cigarette and pharmaceutical companies, but also because sponsorship by food corporations is so common among nutrition professionals.

In this commentary, I present a few selected examples of situations in the USA in which food company alliances with nutrition academics and practitioners raise questions of conflicts of interest. These examples describe food company support of nutrition journals and conferences, research investigations, and alliances with professional...
associations. They illustrate the need to consider whether nutrition professionals should apply safeguards similar to those proposed for cigarette and pharmaceutical companies when embarking on financial relationships with food companies.

**Sponsorship of professional journals and conferences**

Nutrition journals accept and seek corporate sponsorship to help defray the costs of publication. In 2000, the *Journal of Nutrition Education* listed eight ‘corporate patron friends’ and four ‘corporate sustaining friends’— who make an annual financial contribution to support the goals of the society and its journal'. In 2001, the more research-oriented *Journal of Nutrition* listed 11 food and drug companies as sustaining associates of its parent society, and the *American Journal of Clinical Nutrition* listed 28 such companies. The sponsors include companies such as Coca-Cola, Gerber, Nestlé/Carnation, Monsanto, Procter & Gamble, Roche Vitamins, Slim-Fast Foods, and The Sugar Association, as well as others that make infant formula, nutritional supplements, functional foods, diet products, sugar-sweetened breakfast cereals, and genetically modified crops – all with nutritional attributes currently under active debate.

Companies also advertise in journals. *The New England Journal of Medicine* and *The Journal of the American Medical Association*, which publish the ‘hottest’ of nutrition research, each receive around $20 million annually from drug company advertising, leading critics to charge that they ‘are beholden to drug makers for their economic viability'. The *Journal of the American Dietetic Association* reported $3 million in advertising in 1999, mainly from food and supplement companies. To avoid suggestions that advertisers might influence the content of what gets published, journals sensitive to the issue deliberately attempt – but not always successfully – to isolate their editorial functions from interference from the business side of the publication.

Food companies also support the publication of papers from sponsored conferences as supplements to nutrition journals. In 2000, for example, companies such as Wyeth Nutritional, Bristol-Myers Squibb, Mead Johnson, and the International Nut Council helped support publication of supplements to the *American Journal of Clinical Nutrition*. Such supplements tend to highlight the benefits of particular foods or diets in which the sponsors have some interest. This journal places the letter ‘s’ on supplement page numbers, suggesting to knowledgeable readers that the sponsored articles may not have been subjected to the usual rigors of peer-review.

Sponsorship of professional meetings can generate substantial revenue. The American Dietetic Association, for example, reported income of nearly $900 000 from its 1998 annual meeting. Thus, nutrition societies may actively seek corporate sponsorship, and companies willingly comply. Food, beverage, and supplement companies buy space at exhibits, place advertisements in programme books, underwrite coffee breaks, meals, and receptions, sponsor research awards and student prizes, and provide bags, pens, and other meeting souvenirs. In return, they receive thanks in programme books and get meeting participants to accept items with corporate logos – both of which are forms of advertising.

In the USA, the annual meeting of the American Society for Nutritional Science features a Kellogg-sponsored breakfast meeting for heads of university nutrition departments, and research sessions sponsored by such entities as the Dairy Council and the National Cattlemen’s Beef Association. The American Dietetic Association acknowledges session sponsorship in its 2000 annual meeting from more than 40 food companies and trade associations, nearly all with commercial interests in the topic under discussion. The Mars company, for example, sponsored a session on phytochemicals in chocolate, Slim-Fast on obesity prevention and treatment, and Gatorade (Quaker Oats) on ergogenic aids in athletes. At this meeting, I participated in a debate on food biotechnology at a session sponsored by Monsanto, and I gave a talk on healthful diets at a session sponsored by the California Avocado Commission (see disclosure statement below).

Does sponsorship influence the content of conference sessions? In my experience, speakers at sponsored sessions tend to be offended by this question. Sponsorship is so prevalent and so financially beneficial that hardly anyone can imagine that it might compromise research or opinion. Studies of pharmaceutical industry practices show that physicians who accept travel funds, meals, or gifts, or who attend sponsored conferences are more likely to write prescriptions for the sponsor’s medications. One investigative report reveals the deliberate nature of this strategy by vitamin companies. It describes how a vitamin manufacturer used a medical conference to generate interest in vitamins as agents of health, and notes that the company’s influence on conference content was largely invisible, mainly because critics of the products had been excluded from the debate. Although sponsorship of journals and conferences may not directly influence editorial content or the opinions of conference speakers, it may well do so in more subtle ways or give the appearance of doing so.

**Research studies**

Whether industry sponsorship influences research results and the opinions of investigators demands careful consideration, not least because the practice is so common. A 1996 survey found nearly 30% of university faculties to be accepting industry funding. Another survey found 34% of the primary authors of nearly 800
papers in molecular biology and medicine to be involved in patents, to serve on advisory committees, or to hold shares in companies that might benefit from the research. Some self-selection is involved; investigators who support the use of drug or tobacco products are more likely to have financial relationships with such companies than neutral or critical authors. Drug and tobacco company sponsorship is strongly associated with research results that minimise the negative health effects of these products, and economic analyses of the use of pharmaceuticals also are more likely to demonstrate financial benefits to society from use of the sponsor’s products. Such studies do not suggest that industry-sponsored research is always biased, just that there is a higher probability that it will draw favourable conclusions.

As discussed below, many commentators assert that disclosure of sponsorship is the first step in controlling its influence. One notable exception is the British journal Nature. Its editor dismisses concerns about sponsorship in the ‘stubborn belief that research as we publish it is indeed research, not business’. This view may explain why the journal was ‘pleased to acknowledge’ the financial support of The Roche Group – a company that makes a popular drug used in obesity treatment – for a section containing six scientific papers on this condition. The final article concluded that drugs have a useful place in obesity treatment, and one of its authors was employed by Millennium Pharmaceuticals, a Roche partner in obesity drug development. Overall, the presentation of this collection of papers raised questions as to whether it constituted science or advertising.

Similar concerns apply to sponsorship by companies that make food and beverage products or dietary supplements. Appendix A lists some conclusions of research studies sponsored by such companies. Although this list is a selected convenience sample, I found it difficult to find studies that did not come to conclusions favouring the sponsor’s commercial interest. Indeed, it seems counter-intuitive to think that companies would sponsor studies likely to produce unfavourable results. This observation suggests that a more rigorous examination of the relationship between sponsorship and nutrition research might be likely to arrive at conclusions similar to those derived from drug and tobacco sponsorship studies.

Partnerships and alliances

Many nutrition societies actively seek food industry support of educational, research, and service projects. All parties engaged in such alliances justify them in terms of a common goal – to improve the health of the public. All maintain that the relationships do not compromise their views on nutrition issues. The following examples, however, suggest that some questioning of this assumption may be justified.

American Heart Association: endorsements

In 1988, the American Heart Association (AHA), a long-time distinguished champion of research and education promoting low-fat and other dietary approaches to prevention of coronary heart disease, embarked on a programme to label foods as ‘heart-healthy’. The programme would identify foods that met certain standards for fat, saturated fat, cholesterol, and sodium with a logo consisting of a red heart with a white check mark and the words ‘American Heart Association Tested & Approved’. Initially, AHA planned to collect fees from companies making approved products – $40 000 for testing as well as an annual educational fee that ranged from $5000 to $1 million depending on the size of the company – and was expected to benefit from company advertising and promotion of the partnership. The proposal immediately ran into opposition from United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) officials concerned that identifying single foods as heart-healthy distorted the nutritional principle that dietary patterns – not single foods – are associated with disease prevention, and officials of the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) charged that the programme might interfere with the agency’s efforts to develop new labelling rules. Nevertheless, AHA invited 2300 makers of margarines, crackers, and frozen foods to apply for endorsement.

The first ‘HeartCheck’ foods appeared on shelves in early 1990, but representatives of seven states and two leading nutrition societies wrote to the FDA opposing the programme on the grounds that promoting the health benefits of single foods was misleading. When nearly two-thirds of the companies that had joined the programme withdrew from participation, the AHA ended the programme and agreed to return the fees it had collected. In 1994, however, it tried a slightly different approach. This time, companies were to pay an initial fee of $2500 and an annual renewal fee of $650 for a seal of approval. By October 1997, 55 companies were participating, with 643 products certified. For example, more than 50 Kellogg’s products carried the AHA seal of approval. The company advertised that it was pleased to provide consumers with ‘guidance on selecting heart-healthy foods’, among which were such unlikely items as high-sugar Frosted Flakes, Fruity Marshmallow Krispies, and Low-Fat Pop-Tarts. The current programme requires a $7500 fee per product and $4500 for annual renewals, with a discount if more than 25 products are submitted in one year. Because the rules preclude endorsement of medical foods, dietary supplements, alcoholic beverages, and products owned by tobacco companies, Kellogg’s Cocoa Frosted Flakes is ‘heart smart’, but the equivalent cereal from Post (owned by Philip Morris) is not. The programme also permits advertisements extolling ‘cholesterol free, fat free’ Florida Grapefruit Juice as a means to fight heart disease.
American Dietetic Association: sponsored activities

The American Dietetic Association (ADA) represents the interests of about 70,000 nutritionists holding credentials as Registered Dietitians. Food companies employ many of its members, and its relations with the industry are especially close. ADA acknowledged donations of $735,000 from groups and individuals contributing $10,000 or more during the 1998–1999 fiscal year, among which were 22 food product and trade associations. Overall, nearly 8% of the Association’s $25 million annual income came from such grants that year. Reliance on such funding encourages perceptions that sponsorship prevents the ADA from ever criticising the food industry.

Indeed, ADA’s stance on dietary advice is firmly pro-industry. Its basic tenets are that all foods contribute to healthful diets, and that no food should be considered good or bad. In 1993, the Association collaborated with McDonald’s on a campaign built around Happy Meals and toy food characters representing the major food groups. And its journal routinely carries a page of government nutrition news compiled by The Sugar Association. The blurring of the distinction between food company marketing and dietary advice is most evident in the ADA’s 70 or so information Fact Sheets – each with its own corporate sponsor. Table 1 presents examples of Fact Sheet topics, their sponsors, and typical statements. If the statements appear to have been written by the companies’ public relations departments, it is no coincidence. Although the ADA retains final editorial control, corporate sponsors or public relations agencies draft the content. In 2000, the ADA journal included a Kellogg’s-sponsored Fact Sheet on vitamins during pregnancy, ‘B smart for your heart and pregnancy with folic acid and vitamins B6 and B12’. Placed directly opposite was an advertisement for Kellogg’s cereals, ‘Have you heard the good news? Now many of your patients’ favorite Kellogg’s cereals are fortified with 100% of the Daily Value of folic acid, B6 and B12’. Because the FDA had not yet approved ‘B smart for your heart’ as a health claim, the sponsored Fact Sheet engaged the ADA – perhaps unwittingly – as a participant in Kellogg’s ‘back-door strategy’ to evade FDA restrictions on label statements then in place.

Such examples do not mean that the ADA ignores issues of conflicting interests. Indeed, its 1999 Code of Ethics includes a statement that ‘the dietetic practitioner is alert to situations that might cause a conflict of interest or have the appearance of a conflict. The dietetics practitioner provides full disclosure when a real or potential conflict of interest arises’. One journal editorial on the code correctly pointed out that ‘in the world of nutrition research, a conflict of interest does not necessarily exist just because scientists receive support from a food/drug company or a government agency as long as the interests of the various groups do not conflict’. Another argued that adequate safeguards exist in the form of codes of ethics and peer review. Readers may well wonder, however, whether the Fact Sheets – or the ADA itself – might express more critical views on some of the issues if they were independent of food company sponsorship.

Disclosure and beyond

The above examples were singled out for discussion not because they are necessarily more egregious than others, but because they more explicitly illustrate the potential conflicts of interests that can arise from sponsorship alliances. Given that food company sponsorship is not going to disappear, the question becomes one of

Table 1 Topics, sponsors, and representative statements in nutrition fact sheets issued by the American Dietetic Association, 1999–2000

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Sponsor</th>
<th>Sample statement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Agricultural biotechnology</td>
<td>Monsanto</td>
<td>‘The US government has a well-coordinated system to ensure that new agricultural biotechnology products are safe for the environment and to animal and human health’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aspartame</td>
<td>NutraSweet</td>
<td>‘Aspartame makes available a wide variety of food and beverage choices for the person interested in maintaining a healthful lifestyle’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canned foods</td>
<td>Steel Packaging Council</td>
<td>‘Canned food is as nutritious as its fresh and frozen counterparts upon preparation’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chocolate</td>
<td>Mars</td>
<td>‘Chocolate is no longer a concern for those wary of saturated fat, and...in fact, chocolate can be part of a heart-healthy eating plan’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fats and Oils</td>
<td>National Association of Margarine Manufacturers Proctor &amp; Gamble</td>
<td>‘Margarine products and liquid vegetable oil have little saturated fat and contain no cholesterol’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olestra</td>
<td></td>
<td>‘Fat replacers like olestra are one of the many acceptable ways to help reduce the amount of fat and calories in your diet’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Snacking</td>
<td>Nabisco</td>
<td>‘In today’s busy world, snacking is part of our daily routine. We enjoy milk and cookies after school...and reach for a handful of crackers before bed’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sodium</td>
<td>Campbell Soup</td>
<td>‘The link between the sodium you eat and high blood pressure is unclear’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
establishing principles and policies that preserve genuine and perceived independence. In my experience, professional soul-searching on this question has been rare. The last national debate that I can remember took place in 1980 when the Food and Nutrition Board of the National Academy of Sciences issued Toward Healthful Diets, a report that chided government agencies for the lack of 'sound scientific foundation' in their advice on dietary cholesterol. Contemporary critics noted that several members of the Board had research and consulting ties to egg trade associations and that the Board was supported by an industry committee that had paid for the report. The Academy, embarrassed by these disclosures, eliminated the industry panel and restructured the Board to include new members with fewer ties to food companies. My impression is that it would be more difficult to find such people these days.

Today, most commentators – but by no means all – maintain that the first step in protecting against conflicting interests is disclosure of financial relationships. In the past, even when nutrition researchers were willing to disclose industry connections, they rarely required to do so. This situation is now changing. Since 1998, the FDA has asked members of its review committees to state whether they have received stock, consulting fees, or other financial support from companies with interests in the agency's regulatory decisions, a requirement that many consider long overdue. Leading science and medicine journals have begun to require financial disclosure statements from authors. The Lancet, for example, tells authors that 'the conflict of interest test is a simple one...Is there anything...that would embarrass you if it were to emerge after publication and you had not declared it? The Editor needs to be informed'. Nutrition publications such as the Journal of the American Dietetic Association, Journal of Nutrition, and Nutrition in Clinical Care have also instituted disclosure statements.

The requirements of the British Medical Journal set a gold standard. As summarised in Appendix B, this journal requires authors to submit an elaborate checklist in the hope that it will 'increase the number of authors who disclose competing interests'. The editor's concern was that authors often did not disclose financial ties. Indeed, research indicates that although many authors hold conflicting interests, few editors require disclosure and few authors disclose. Studies have found that 70% of articles from journals with disclosure policies fail to mention conflicts of interest. Among nearly 1400 leading scientific and biomedical journals surveyed in 1997, only 16% had disclosure policies, and less than 1% of their articles disclosed financial relationships. The authors attribute the low rates to poor compliance. Despite such findings, many researchers view themselves as incorruptible and do not believe that industry support could affect their views.

Some commentators dismiss suggestions of influence as 'without evidence or merit', or argue that disclosure requirements are inherently irrational, lead to censorship, and so unfairly taint good work as to constitute 'scientific McCarthyism'. Despite such accusations, the one study to examine how journal editors act on disclosure of financial conflicts found a majority (60%) never to have rejected a paper for that reason. Only 19% had rejected papers on that ground alone, and another 20% had done so in conjunction with other (unspecified) factors.

A British paediatric society, wracked by controversy over sponsorship by infant formula companies, has developed guidelines that extend beyond disclosure. The society bases its policy on the premise that the products themselves are neither ethical nor unethical, but the ways they are used, produced, or marketed can raise ethical issues. Thus, it chooses to refuse sponsorship from makers of guns or tobacco; to be cautious about alcohol, soft drinks, junk foods, and infant formulas; but to be willing to accept sponsorship from companies that make pharmaceutical products, medical equipment, or mineral water. Whether such guidelines will address underlying concerns remains to be seen.

Should researchers, practitioners, professional societies, and academic departments 'just say no' to corporate funding? It is unrealistic to think that doing so will become common practice, not least because of the evident benefits of such arrangements. Given current funding realities, the most useful approach may be to balance risks and benefits on a case-by-case basis. Most colleges and universities in the USA now require faculties to file annual 'conflict of interest' statements, in which financial relationships must be disclosed. In 2001, the US Department of Health and Human Services issued guidance to clinical investigators about how to handle financial relationships with companies. Noting that there is little agreement on what is right or wrong in these situations, the agency recommended that institutions form committees with independent members outside the institution, collect information on financial relationships, conduct educational programmes, review agreements made by individual investigators, and manage their own conflicts of interest. Although compliance may continue to pose problems, these suggestions encourage attention to the issues and deserve to be taken seriously.

Some nutritionists commenting on the topic believe that industry contributions in the form of travel, meals, honoraria, and conference sessions pose minimal conflict, but that ethical issues become more acute when companies contribute toward specific academic and professional programmes. Others argue that the public assumes that non-profit professional associations provide unbiased, objective information about diet and health, and that sponsorship implies product endorsement. The goals of nutrition professionals and food companies are not necessarily the same and conflicting interests in
industry partnerships are always a possibility. In an ideal world, no nutritionist would need to take food industry funding. Given current realities, the challenge is to recognise the potential conflicts that may arise, take steps to minimise them, and keep public health at the forefront of professional actions and opinions.

Disclosure

New York University pays my salary in full. I occasionally consult for food companies and often speak at sponsored conferences (otherwise I would be speaking only to myself). My personal policy – imperfect as it may be – is to accept reimbursement from sponsors for travel, hotel, and meals. I do not accept honoraria or consulting fees from food companies, however, but ask that they donate the funds to my department’s student scholarship account. My answers to the additional questions in Appendix B are all ‘no’.
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Appendix A: Quotations from research studies, reviews, or editorials supported fully or in part by food, beverage, or supplement companies

There is reason to be concerned that lowering NaCl intake may have long-term metabolic risks that have not been fully identified…we do not have solid evidence that lower NaCl intake prospectively will prevent or control high blood pressure (the European Committee for the Study of Salt and the US Salt Institute paid publication costs)g.

Zinc gluconate…significantly reduced the duration of symptoms of the common cold by 40% compared with placeboh (one author reportedly earned nearly $145 000 from sale of stock in the product prior to publication of the paper)h.

The possible risk of pulmonary hypertension associated with desfenfluramine is small and appears to be outweighed by benefits when the drug is used appropriatelyi (both authors had consulted for the drug’s manufacturer)i.

High-fibre breakfast cereals may help to reduce risk of cancers that are associated with poor fibre intakes (the author is employed by Kellogg’s, UK)j.

The prepared meal plan is a simple and effective strategy for improving dietary compliance and CVD endpoints (Campbell Soup supplied the meals and funded the study)k.

Substantial evidence indicates that intakes greater than the recommended dietary allowances (RDAs) of calcium, folic acid, vitamin E, selenium, and chromium reduce the risk of certain diseases for some people (the author is an official of a supplement-industry trade association)l.

Scientific findings indicate that the prevalence of lactose intolerance is grossly overestimated (one author works for the National Dairy Council)m.

A moderate intake of wine (2–5 glasses per day) was associated with a 24–31% reduction in all-cause mortality (the French Technical Institute of Wine helped fund the study)n.

| For most patients, an LDL-lowering drug will be required to achieve an LDL cholesterol level of <100 mg/dL (the Chair and five of 13 Panel members reported receiving honoraria, consulting fees, or grants from up to 10 pharmaceutical companies making cholesterol-lowering drugs)o.

Frequent egg consumption does not appear to adversely affect serum cholesterol concentrations (study supported by the Egg Nutrition Center)p.

Studies show soft drink consumption by school-aged...
children is not linked to obesity, poor diet quality, or lack of exercise (supported by the National Soft Drink Association).}

Notes to Appendix A


Appendix B: Selected elements of *British Medical Journal* guidance for authors on ‘competing’ interests

During the past five years, have you:

A. Accepted the following from an organisation that may in any way gain or lose financially from your study or opinion:

- Reimbursement for attending a symposium?
- A fee for speaking?
- Funds for research?
- Fees for consulting?

B. Been employed by – or held stocks or shares in – an organisation that may gain or lose financially from your study or opinion.

C. Held any other competing interests that might prove embarrassing if discovered after publication, such as:

- A close relationship with, a strong antipathy to, or an academic link or rivalry to a person whose interests may be affected by publication of your paper.
- Membership in a political party or special interest group whose interests might be affected by publication of your paper.
- A deep personal or religious conviction that may have affected what you wrote and that readers should be aware of when reading your paper.

Appendix C: Recommendations of the Royal College of Paediatrics and Child Health (London) on accepting commercial sponsorship: selected examples

Sponsorship of Societies:

- Should not be accepted from companies that produce tobacco or firearms or exploit children.
- Should only be accepted from companies that can demonstrate unequivocally that their conduct does not breach any relevant code or practice.
- Should be fully and transparently disclosed.

Sponsorship of Individuals:

- Must not be lavish; the guiding principle should be whether individuals would be willing to have these arrangements generally known.
- May be accepted when convinced that doing so will benefit work without doing harm.
- Must be under the full control of the investigator.
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